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subjective personal list

- issues already (partially) addressed in the presentations

- additional issues from the presenters

- additional issues from the audience
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Some input to Open Data discussion

� What can be achieved with Open Data in HEP/at LHC?                                                                               
(in general, and in particular in the context of this workshop) 

� What are the challenges?

� What are the specific use cases?  (are there any dangers?)

� How can we (CMS) improve further? (with rather limited person power)

� How can we motivate you to try and to contribute to further improvements?
(by feedback and/or action)

� What are the corresponding milestones?
� (How) do/can Open Data contribute to long term data preservation?
� What can be done to enhance the support for and acceptance of Open Data 

results in the community? (is there consensus about this goal?)

� Opinions concerning the extended vision? (~10% scientific increase with ~1% effort?) 

� Additional issues from the audience
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Backup 
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Some response to Challenges 

Actions:

Improvement of Open Data web interface ongoing (with 
CERN scientific information service).

Prepared addendum to Open Data web instructions for 
research (to be merged into new web interface when 
ready). 

Dedicated archival of relevant `old’ CMS twiki pages 
being investigated.

Added several new public analysis and validation 
examples since the MIT group started their analysis, 
continously adding more
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General: we are doing our best with limited available person power, but it will never be perfect. 



Some response to Challenges 

Actions:

� Run II data might (also) be released in Mini-AOD 
format in future releases.

� We encourage external users to develop 
strongly reduced formats specifically adapted to 
their needs (like many analysis groups within 
CMS do), maintain these themselves (person 
power!), and make them publicly available if 
relevant to others

-> e.g. MOD format by MIT group

CMS provides the original data sets. Application of 
quality and selection cuts for specific analyses is 
unavoidable. Users have to learn that ☺

But documentation how to do this efficiently is being 
improved. Feedback is highly welcome.
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Some response to Recommendations 

Action:

Yes! Release of 2012 data ongoing

Continuing to provide Particle Flow objects ☺ (AOD 
and later MiniAOD). Whether they are `unique’ is a 
matter of judgement 

Yes! (also see challenges).

Example how to treat jet corrections has been added.
Example how to treat trigger details being added.
Detailed luminosity information has been added.

Understandable wish but (currently) unrealistic. 
Procedure is to release what exists and was used within CMS 
(person power!). Anybody wishing and available to make it 
simpler is wholeheartedly encouraged to contribute 
personally.  
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generically: make it simpler


